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Modern Day Prophets (lyrics)  (parenthesis is a little added note, love to “Little nooks”) 

 

 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Modern Day Prophets, Testimony Fellowship, every soul is special life is Meaningful  

...Modern Day Prophets 

(2 times) 

 

Verse: 

Wherever you go, always in the same place U 

(Its a) world of running from the peace, "well that's true" 

Essential World, non-essential snooze 

People Learn listen Hip Hop (is from) from the Blues 

 

Happiness is not a mirage, bring it to the soul 

God is Progressive truth love is living gold 

Priceless Spirit present invisible control 

Talitarians set to end the world G tellm' no 

 

What we did?...brought peace to the universe 

Look at Men Perdition sleeper loser curse  

Glitchatarian (is) bad for business, nothing new till it hurts (said “2” yet meant new) 

Plode itself wake it walk it first 

(Men Perdition has been at war with free press for ages...”Plode itself” meant that as 2nd Thessalonians 

2 unfolds, it’s Perditious trickery of unhealthy mysticism brought today’s version of the same effect… 

intolerant rhetoric’s division, it’s negligence unleashed a pandemic, and a cult-like following…Men 

Perdition is currently imploding itself, as the Earth culture embraces diversity and technology? Evolution 
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is unstoppable…Just a glimpse, yet it’s certainly proving to be more true every day?....and here they are 

again across Nations, as the 6th extinction level event is on the horizon unfortunately...yet we're all in 

this together) 

 

Right now, Light winds Holy Spirit movin the sail 

Mind is who we are, cruise along tell the tale 

(we) Sing hymns, share stories lighten up, never fails 

All in this together we're a comfort we repair (last word said in bubble bold- "wepaywwwh") 

 

Hook: 

 

Modern Day Prophets, Testimony Fellowship, every soul is special life is Meaningful  

...Modern Day Prophets 

(2 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace, let people have their dignity...from Mother Hen Collective, Living Magic Guardians of the 

Peace...(Peace to MHC, we love U, thanks for all your helpful guidance and advice) 

Be kind. We keep eachother. 

We need more Spirit of love and less religiosity...we are all important and special...we like to be 

included...let's keep it 100 not just 75 or 25...two of this two of that...let's respect the love... and it's 

mean to dwell on somebody else's issues, and then project those issues onto them as their 

identity...let's build each other up...not dwelling on sleeper loops...love and prayers to "having a full 

conversation" (we find it interesting how some people in public places are carrying on full conversations 

with themselves---God bless--we know that everyone has their own experience with Earth-Tech world, 

or Spirit channelings, and it can be difficult? We have all seen that...it happens in Senior Care homes too, 

and these days of course, it could just be a bluetooth conversation...ya know, anyway. People are 

interesting. Much love) 

Let's sing hymns and tell stories...lift each other up...Colossians 3:14-16...One love. Peace 


